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Designed for financial institutions and retailers,  
myGini creates personalized and timely shopping and  
purchase experiences, bringing incremental sales with
more engaged customers through its AI-driven, plug
and  play loyalty and rewards platform.

myGini



Challenges...
While  
many CUs  
suffer from:

Low card and member
activity rate

Sub optimal mobile banking app  
experiences

Ineffective rewards and  
loyalty offers

Fear of integration issues

Similar challenges  
are faced by the  
retailers:

Paper Coupons

Standard offers

Offers are seldom personalized

Hard to differentiate

measure

Especially thousands of smaller banks and credit unions are no match  
for the top 6-7 mega card issuers.3
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A successful loyalty needs more than great cashback and points,  
it requires a new approach with the latest IT and marketing skills

And if you put all these together, we have a new innovative eco-system!

Dynamic loyalty is an operating model that rests  
on four principles:

Devering regular, personalized offers t ied to   
customer shopping cycles, enriched with nice  
touches such as birthday offers

Knowing which deals, discounts and rewards  
cardholders would be happy to receive and use-
and then knowing when and how to deliver them

Reminding consumers of any ongoing or close to expiring  
deals and rewards in a t imely manner, and ensuring every  
push notification delivers customer value solves a problem  
and boosts the provider ’s credibility

Demonstrating that the customer is in control of  their  
expenses and is gett ing the rewards they signed up for -
no games

Consistent

Relevant

Engaging

Transparent
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Requires an unrivalled loyalty  
module filled with rich merchant  
offers as well as issuer promotions

An AI engine which learns f rom  
transactions and other data points

Right mix of  alerts  
(transaction, event, location)  
that are interactive

Great mobile app design

Platform and content

A constant investment  
to personalize

Notification engine and  
interfaces with tx sources

Taste for design,  
and durability



myGini has created a customer centric  
payment ecosystem

Retailers

R RR
Promotions  

Offers

Budgeting  
Card Controls  
Payments

Financial  
Institutions

$ Banking Offers  
Card Rewards
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With these push notifications, the banking app becames interactive,  
part of  the cardholders daily life.

Digital engagement with every  
transaction

2 3 41See the
offers

See and redeem
Join Purchase via real-time

notifications
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7 Those same push notifications can be used to offer installments on the card,  
provided there is back office available.

Those transaction notifications can be used for variety of reasons:  
Such as installments

3 4Purchase
See and redeem  
via real-time  
notifications
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Frequency  
Offer

Spend  
Threshold

Cinderella  
Bonus

Specific Time  
Offer

Retailer  
Rewards

Gini  
Rewards Cash-backsBank  

Rewards

An unrivalled loyalty platform
to create segmented creative engagement

Variety of rewards: myGini loyalty engine is able  
to create any type of reward asneeded
both for financial institutions and retailers.  
Cash back, points, discounts, coupons…

Smarter promotions: The dynamic loyalty engine  
enables to create repeat customers and avoids  
one-time marketing costs. Banks can create  
their own banking cross sell offers as well,
such as deposits, mortgage, loans…



Banks and Retailers create promotions  
and see results in real time

myGini provides a complete loyalty solution based on segmentation  
along with a comprehensive dashboard and analytics platform
to convert timely consumer behaviors into insightful and actionable results.
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We find merchant offers for issuers,  
and personalize them!

Empyr: 1500 brands at 10,000 locations  
Access Development: 300,000 locations  
Any other aggregator
myGini digital merchant on-boarding  
Banks’ own commercial partners

Machine learning from past and current  
card transactions
In-app behavior  
Location (GPS)
Purchase intent by mall and street mapping  
Brand favorites
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White labeled: Works in your App  
and looks like Your Brand

11 We love our Gini mascot, but issuer’s brand is more important :)
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Working with myGini is as easy as

1-2-3!

Provide your artwork.

Embed myGini SDK to your  
mobile banking app.

Request Mastercard to  send  
your transaction alerts to us.

GO
LIVE

Once you go live, we can work with your processor(s)  
to  provide additional functionality.
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Brand new technology.
Cloud and API based infrastructure.

Our system is capable of 1million transactions a day and 18 transactions per second.

FI & Retailer Screens and  
Dashboards

Loyal i ty & Promotions Engine

No POS
integration  

needed

Transactions  
received  

f rom card  
networks

MasterCardEmpyr

Access

Other Networks

Proccessers

Visa

Sentral

Plaid

API
Connections

Machine Learning & AI
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MasterCardEmpyr

Visa

Sentral

Plaid

API
Connections
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Last exit before tolls for banks and credit unions

We can help the traditional players to up their game, if we work together.
It’s the largest market in the world. We need a disruptive approach for banking  

in a post-Covid, post-plastic world. This is the last chance before regulation
or big-tech changes the payments space.

Dynamic loyalty is an operating model that rests  
on four principles:

Devering regular, personalized offers t ied to   
customer shopping cycles, enriched with nice  
touches such as birthday offers

Knowing which deals, discounts and rewards  
cardholders would be happy to receive and use-
and then knowing when and how to deliver them

Reminding consumers of any ongoing or close to expiring  
deals and rewards in a t imely manner, and ensuring every  
push notification delivers customer value solves a problem  
and boosts the provider ’s credibility

Demonstrating that the customer is in control of  their  
expenses and is gett ing the rewards they signed up for -
no games

Consistent
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Engaging
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Requires an unrivalled loyalty  
module filled with rich merchant  
offers as well as issuer promotions

An AI engine which learns f rom  
transactions and other data points

Right mix of  alerts  
(transaction, event, location)  
that are interactive

Great mobile app design

Platform and content

A constant investment  
to personalize

Notification engine and  
interfaces with tx sources

Taste for design,  
and durability



Thank  
You!

Let’s work together!
gini@mygini.com

mailto:gini@mygini.com

